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Spirit and Life

To pray is to take notice of the wonder,
to regain a sense of the mystery that animates all beings,
the divine margin in all attainments.
Prayer is our humble answer
to the inconceivable surprise of living.
It is all we can offer in return
for the mystery by which we live.
Amidst the meditation of mountains,
the humility of flowers wiser than all alphabets,
clouds that die constantly for the sake of God's glory –
we are hating, hunting, hurting.
Suddenly we feel ashamed
of our clashes and complaints
in the face of the tacit glory that surrounds us.

– Abraham Joshua Heschel
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From the Editor…
Prayer to St Anthony
There are many prayers to St Anthony of Padua, patron of the poor
and Doctor of the Church, whose feast we celebrate on 13 June. The
Fr Bernard Jones
good saint is asked for his aid particularly in finding lost articles.
Others prayers to St Anthony mention specific favours and requests,
including aid for travellers and pregnant women. Numerous miracles have been attributed to
him. In one of the most famous of these, he was seen one night in a room where he was staying
bathed in light with the child Jesus in his arms. With typical humility he asked that the vision
be kept secret until after his death.
In the Franciscan churches in Ireland this much loved traditional prayer to St Anthony is
prayed during the annual novena and on Tuesdays throughout the year:
Come, Holy Spirit, Creator blessed,
And in our hearts take up your rest.
Come with grace and heavenly aid,
To fill the hearts which you have made.
O Holy St Anthony,
Gentlest of saints,
Your love for God and charity for your neighbour
Made you worthy on earth
To possess miraculous powers
Miracles waited on your word
Which you were ever ready to speak
For those in trouble or anxiety.
Encouraged by this thought
I implore of you to obtain my request:
(Pause)
The answer to my prayer may require a miracle,
Even so, you are the saint of miracles.
O gentle and loving St Anthony
Whose heart was ever full of human sympathy
Intercede for me
And the gratitude of my heart will ever be yours.
Amen.

– Bernard Jones, OFM
(bernardofm@eircom.net)
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St Anthony:
Guide for
the
Spiritual
Journey
The now Pope Emeritus,
Benedict XVI, in one of his
general audiences, spoke of
St Anthony of Padua as a
great spiritual guide and
teacher of prayer.

A

nthony of Padua, or of Lisbon, as
he is also called with reference
to his native town, is one of the
most popular saints in the whole
Catholic Church, venerated not only in
Padua, where a splendid basilica has
been built that contains his mortal
remains, but also throughout the world.
Dear to the faithful are the images and
statues that portray him with the lily, a
symbol of his purity, or with the Child
Jesus in his arms, in memory of a miraculous apparition mentioned in several literary sources. With his outstanding gifts
of intelligence, balance, apostolic zeal
and, primarily, mystic fervour, Anthony
contributed significantly to the development of Franciscan spirituality.

His Life
He was born into a noble family in Lisbon
in about 1195 and was baptised with the
June/July 2013

name of Fernando. He entered the
Canons who followed the monastic Rule
of St Augustine, first at St Vincent's
Monastery in Lisbon and later at the
monastery of the Holy Cross in Coimbra,
a renowned cultural centre in Portugal.
He dedicated himself with interest and
solicitude to the study of the Bible and of
the Church Fathers, acquiring the theological knowledge that was to bear fruit in
his teaching and preaching activities. The
event that represented a decisive turning
point in his life happened in Coimbra. It
was there, in 1220, that the relics were
exposed of the first five Franciscan missionaries who had gone to Morocco,
where they had met with martyrdom.
Their story inspired in young Fernando
the desire to imitate them and to advance
on the path of Christian perfection. Thus
he asked to leave the Augustinian
Canons to become a Friar Minor.

His request was granted and, having
taken the name of Anthony, he too set
out for Morocco, but divine Providence
ordained otherwise. After an illness he
was obliged to return to Italy and, in
1221, participated in the famous "Chapter
of the Mats" in Assisi, where he also met
St Francis. He then lived for a period in
complete concealment in a friary at Forlì
in northern Italy, where the Lord called
him to another mission. Invited, in somewhat casual circumstances, to preach on
the occasion of a priestly ordination, he
showed himself to be endowed with such
knowledge and eloquence that his superiors assigned him to preaching. Thus he
embarked on apostolic work in Italy and
France that was so intense and effective
that it induced many people who had left
the Church to retrace their footsteps.
Anthony was also one of the first, if not
the first, theology teachers of the Friars
5

His sermons:
the beauty of the
Gospel revealed

Minor. He began his teaching in Bologna
with the blessing of St Francis who,
recognising Anthony's virtues, sent him a
short letter that began with these words:
"I would like you to teach the brethren
theology." Anthony laid the foundations of
Franciscan theology which, cultivated by
other outstanding thinkers, was to reach
its apex with St Bonaventure of
Bagnoregio and Blessed Duns Scotus.
Having become Provincial Minister of
the Friars Minor in northern Italy, he continued his ministry of preaching, alternating it with his office of governance. When
his term as Provincial came to an end, he
withdrew to a place near Padua where he
had stayed on various other occasions.
Barely a year later, he died at the city
gates on 13 June 1231. Padua, which had
welcomed him with affection and veneration in his lifetime, has always accorded
him honour and devotion. Pope Gregory
IX himself, having heard him preach,
described him as the "Ark of the
Testament" and subsequent to miracles

brought about through his intercession
canonised him in 1232, only a year after
his death.
Books of Sermons
In the last period of his life, Anthony put in
writing two cycles of sermons entitled
respectively Sunday Sermons and
Sermons on the Saints destined for the
Franciscan Order's preachers and teachers of theological studies. St Anthony's
sermons are theological and preaching
texts that echo his lived preaching in which
Anthony proposes a true and proper itinerary of Christian life. The richness of spiritual teaching contained in the Sermons
was so great that in 1946 Venerable Pope
Pius XII proclaimed Anthony a Doctor of
the Church, attributing to him the title
“Evangelical Doctor” since the freshness
and beauty of the Gospel emerge from
these writings. We can still read them
today with great spiritual profit.
In these Sermons St Anthony
speaks of prayer as of a loving relation-

ship that impels the person to speak
gently with the Lord, creating an ineffable joy that sweetly enfolds the soul in
prayer. Anthony reminds us that prayer
requires an atmosphere of silence,
which does not mean distance from
external noise but rather is an interior
experience that aims to remove the distractions caused by a soul's anxieties,
thereby creating silence in the soul
itself. According to this prominent
Franciscan Doctor's teaching, prayer is
structured in four indispensable attitudes which in Anthony's Latin are
defined as obsecratio, oratio, postulatio,
gratiarum actio. We might translate
them in the following manner. The first
step in prayer is confidently opening
one's heart to God; this is not merely
accepting a word but opening one's
heart to God's presence. Next, is speaking with Him affectionately, seeing Him
present with oneself; then a very natural
thing is presenting our needs to Him;
and lastly, praising and thanking Him.
St Anthony Brief
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Divine Love
In St Anthony's teaching on prayer we
perceive one of the specific traits of the
Franciscan theology that he founded:
namely the role assigned to divine love
which enters into the sphere of the
affections, of the will and of the heart,
and which is also the source from which
flows a spiritual knowledge that surpasses all other knowledge. In fact, it is
in loving that we come to know. Anthony
writes further: "Charity is the soul of
faith, it gives it life; without love, faith
dies."
It is only the prayerful soul that can
progress in spiritual life: this is the
privileged object
of St Anthony's
preaching. He is
thoroughly familiar
with the shortcomings of human
nature, with our tendency to lapse into
sin. This is why he continuously urges
us to fight the inclination to greed, pride
and impurity, and instead to practise the
virtues of poverty and generosity, of
humility and obedience, of chastity and
of purity. At the beginning of the 13th
century, in the context of the rebirth of
European cities and the flourishing of
trade, the number of people who were
insensitive to the needs of the poor
increased. This is why on various occasions Anthony invites the faithful to think
of the true riches, those of the heart,
which make people good and merciful
and permit them to lay up treasure in
Heaven. "O rich people", he urged
them, "befriend the poor, welcome them
into your homes: it will subsequently be
they who receive you in the eternal
tabernacles in which is the beauty of
peace, the confidence of security and
the opulent tranquillity of eternal satiety."
Is not this, dear friends, perhaps a
very important teaching today too, when
the financial crisis and serious economic inequalities impoverish many
people and create conditions of
poverty? In my Encyclical Caritas in
Veritate I recall: "The economy needs
ethics in order to function correctly, not
any ethics whatsoever, but an ethics
which is people-centred”.
June/July 2013

Christ the Centre
Anthony, in the school of Francis, always
put Christ at the centre of his life and
thinking, of his action and of his preach-

San Damiano Cross:
“Look at the Cross
as in a mirror.”
ing. This is another characteristic feature
of Franciscan theology: Christocentrism.
Franciscan theology willingly contemplates and invites others to contemplate
the mysteries of the Lord's humanity, the
man Jesus, and in a special way the
mystery of the Nativity: God who made
Himself a Child and gave Himself into our
hands, a mystery that gives rise to sentiments of love and gratitude for divine
goodness.

Not only the Nativity, a central point
of Christ's love for humanity, but also the
vision of the Crucified One inspired in
Anthony thoughts of gratitude to God
and esteem for the dignity of the human
person, so that all believers and nonbelievers might find in the Crucified One
and in His image a life-enriching meaning. St Anthony writes: "Christ who is
your life is hanging before you, so that
you may look at the Cross as in a mirror.
There you will be able to know how mortal were your wounds, that no medicine
other than the Blood of the Son of God
could heal. If you look closely, you will
be able to realise
how great your
human dignity
and your value
are. Nowhere
other than looking
at himself in the
mirror of the
Cross can man better understand how
much he is worth."
In meditating on these words we are
better able to understand the importance of the image of the Crucified One
for our culture, for our renewed humanity that is born from the Christian faith.
Precisely by looking at the Crucified
One we see, as St Anthony says, how
great are the dignity and worth of the
human being. At no other point can we
understand how much the human person is worth, precisely because God
makes us so important, considers us so
important that, in His opinion, we are
worthy of His suffering. Thus all human
dignity appears in the mirror of the
Crucified One and our gazing upon Him
is ever a source of acknowledgement of
human dignity.
May Anthony of Padua, so widely
venerated by the faithful, intercede for
the whole Church and especially for
those who are dedicated to preaching.
Let us pray to the Lord that He will help
preachers learn a little of this art from
St Anthony. May they effectively present the eternal beauty of Christ, just as
Anthony recommended: "If you preach
Jesus, He will melt hardened hearts; if
you invoke Him He will soften harsh
temptations; if you think of Him He will
enlighten your mind; if you read of Him
He will satisfy your intellect." n
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Gerald with his
nephew Dan.

I

t is time for me to put pen to paper
once again and to share some of my
unfolding pilgrim life here in Panama.
Firstly, let me mention something of the
actual province where we three friars live.
Panama is divided into a series of
provinces not unlike the four provinces of
Ireland. Each province has its own history,
traditions and costumes. We live in the
province of Chiriquí. The word Chiriquí
has an interesting and very evocative
meaning. It is derived from the Indian language and means literally “Valley of the
Moon”. It is not difficult to see why the
place was thus named. The province of
Chiriquí is situated at the end of a long
mountain range stretching from Mexico
right down through Central America. As
one leaves the province and heads south
for Panama City the mountains slowly
level out; Chiriquí is well named. I go out
walking in the cool of the night partly to do
some exercise, partly to have time to think
and meditate alone. It’s a lovely hour to
wander through the byways contemplating
the moonlight over the nearby mountains
and valleys of Boquete.
Walking in the deep silence of the
night air is truly an inspiring and mystical
experience. One can well understand the
Indian populations being inspired and
drawn by the presence of the moon and
her light in the night’s sky. For the Indian
people the moon was their principal goddess who had enormous influence over
the lives of the people. The whole planning of their farming activities of sowing,

living
in the
“Valley
of the
Moon”

Gerald Evans, OFM, is encouraged by many
positives as he settles into his life and ministry
in Panama.
reaping, pruning and general attendance
to their family activities was guided by the
different phases of the moon. When one
begins to listen to their wisdom one sees
that it all emerges from their close contact
with, their contemplation of and their deep
reading into the natural world.
For me it’s an experience of being
afforded insights into an area of our
Franciscan spirituality that opens us with
a listening heart to the wisdom within
nature itself. Not for the first time one
sees the close connection between
Franciscan spirituality and eastern spirituality. The west traditionally has sought to
dominate nature whereas the east traditionally has sought to live with it, to contemplate and listen to the wisdom revealing itself in its ebb and flow.
Role of Women
The above reflection brings me to another
very important detail I have observed.
Like Costa Rica, where I lived until
recently, Panama is a predominantly a
matriarchal society. Women have played
and continue to play a huge role in the
evolution of the culture and society of
both cultures. Unlike the other Central
American countries, both Panama and
Costa Rica have for years placed high priority on health, education, housing and a

system of laws protecting workers and
their rights which is quite remarkable.
Education and health are available to
all the population and my experience in
both camps has been very positive. I
have noticed and am now convinced that
this state of things is due to the very
strong influence of women in the culture.
Women generally will push and fight to
promote the humanitarian side of the culture. In the towns and villages, teachers
in both countries, predominantly women,
are people of enormous standing and
influence in the community. Generally
they are very religious and many serve in
our Christian communities scattered
around the large parish area. Both countries have a very strong presence of
women running the business community
and in government.
Recently I read an article on the presence of women in areas of culture in the
different countries around the world. In
Latin America Panama and Costa Rica
rate very highly. El Salvador is also
almost at a level now of both. However
Guatemala, Honduras and Nicaragua are
all dismally way down. But what struck
me most of all was that in the countries
where one would expect women to be
very present in the running of the culture
that is where they are not. So having the
St Anthony Brief
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moon as goddess does have very positive effects on both the person and the
culture in terms of building a balanced
project based on an integrated culture.
Mix of Cultures
Our little town of Dolega is situated in
between David and Boquete. It is stunningly beautiful, very similar to parts of
Ireland, greener than green with fast flowing rivers and streams everywhere. It is
very akin to Co. Wicklow especially during
the rainy season. This area has attracted
people from all over the world to live here.
Especially strong are North Americans,
Dutch, and a few Irish. These are the
more recent arrivals here. But Boquete
has been the home for many years of
families from France, Italy and Germany
who emigrated here at the early part of
the last century and dedicated their ener-

gies to the cultivation of coffee plantations
on the slopes of the nearby fertile, volcanic mountains.
Recently I went to the house of one of
these families whose ancestors originated
in Turin in the north of Italy. The son Victor
is a close friend of the friars and we have
the pleasure of receiving from him the
most delicious vegetables like broccoli and
cauliflower, not very easy to find in these
very tropical areas. Two things caught my
attention on my visit. Firstly, all his workers
on the farm are of the local Indian culture.
They all have their houses on the farm and
rear their families there. As I walked up the
hill listening to Victor telling the tale of his
ancestors one of the workers greeted us
as he passed by. Victor asked him to cut
some broccoli for me, which he did. Victor
then asked him to cut some cauliflower but
he replied: “But Victor they are not ready

yet.” Victor replied: “Oh yes, you are right;
better to leave them for the moment.” With
the exception of Costa Rica that relationship would be unthinkable in Guatemala,
El Salvador or Honduras where the
employees simply obey, absolutely never
call their employer by name and would not
dream of suggesting otherwise than what
is commanded of them.
As I left the farm I saw Victor’s son,
white blond hair, in the middle of the football field kicking the ball around totally at
home with the young Indian boys of the
farm. That also would be unthinkable in
other parts. I said nothing but it left me
thinking. So many details point to another
cultural paradigm of relationships which
have so much resonance to the
Franciscan presence and point to the rich
mixing and sharing of cultures in these
parts. n

National Franciscan Pilgrimage to the

HOLY LAND
Led by Fr Bernard Jones, OFM,
Commissary to the Holy Land.

27 Aug-4 Sept 2013
Visit the Holy Land during
the Year of Faith!

PriCe: €1,579 Per PersOn sHaring.

insurance extra at €25.
4 nights Jerusalem, 4 nights Tiberias (4 star), Half Board (including taxes).
For further information contact: Pilgrimages abroad: (01) 635 9300.
Pilgrimages abroad, Lauri Duﬀy Travel, 69 Upper O’Connell street, Dublin 1. email: pilgrimages@eircom.net.
Licence no. T.O. 052.
June/July 2013
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Kilkenny man, Sean
Cassin, OFM, is
presently working in
south east Asia helping
returned traﬃcked
women to regain dignity
and economic security.
He tells of meeting the
“Mekong Madonna”.

T

he agonising issue about who to
help was wearing me down. With
skimpy resources do we fund
poor villages to take back their trafficked
women? Or do we more directly help the
traumatised young women that were
returned from China, Russia and
Europe? Some came back pregnant and
frightened about what would become of
them.
So when the offer of a ferry trip from
Phnom Penh across the vast Mekong
River came up I jumped at the diversion.
Our little car ferry crosses the same
stretch of river where Muslim fishermen
snagged their nets on a drowned statue
of the Madonna and Child. We went to
see it. When the metal head loomed
beneath the river's surface the fishermen
were terrified that they were raising one
of USA President Nixon's unexploded
cluster bombs that still litter the country.
In the ten years before Pol Pot, 1965 to
1975, Nixon illegally targeted Cambodia
and bombed 13,000 villages in 231,000
bombing sorties. This was to root out
communist guerrillas they said were hiding there. They dropped 2.75 million tons
of munitions on these powerless, gentle
people.
The Madonna statue was dumped in
the Mekong by the fanatical Khmer
Rouge around 1975 during the time of
one of the worst human disasters of the
20th century. Some 1.7 million
Cambodian people died under the four
year premiership of Pol Pot. Many
priests and bishops of Cambodia were
killed in order to inaugurate a new peasant worker society. One young
Cambodian bishop, Tep Im, who studied
in France and Rome, was escaping with
three others to Thailand when all four

Traﬃcking the
Madonna in
Cambodia
were machine-gunned in the back with
an AK47 assault rifle. The four were
stripped of their clothing and their bodies
abandoned just like thousands of others.
Pol Pot targeted academics and religious
groups whether Christian, Muslim or
Buddhist despite the fact that he had
both a Buddhist and Catholic education.
Trafficking
As for the fishermen with the Madonna
they are a part of a very small community of Muslims that still live in Cambodia;
there are about 300,000 of them. While

they follow the Koran and the daily
prayer routine their roots are in the more
ancient Cham religion of Cambodia and
Vietnam. The Madonna statue weighs
160 kilos and is a metre and a half in
height. How they got it on to the small
wooden boat is a puzzle to me but it took
eight of them to do it. Some of these
Muslims live by fishing the Mekong River
at the fruitful merging of three rivers –
Tonle, Basaac and Mekong. The sleek
wooden boats are their home, work
place, their sleeping quarters, and store
for all their worldly goods. In the dry seaSt Anthony Brief
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son the fish are scarce as river levels get
very low. They work and live as little
floating villages for protection.
They thought they were getting a bargain when they sold the Madonna and
Child statue for $7 to land-based villagers
who had a mind to convert the cast iron to
scrap metal and so make a little profit. It
is from these land villages that a range of
trafficking in young women, some children
and sometimes in young men occurs. The
villages cling precariously to the river
bank, raised on spindly stilts above the
flood levels. Young village women will
sometimes group together and open their
own sex work business in Pnomh Penh or
in the nearby cities of Vietnam like
Saigon. From here they are frequently
trafficked out to China, Malaysia and on
to Russia or Europe.
When they get pregnant or escape or
are deported by these countries they
arrive home to a cold or hostile reception.
They are deemed to have shamed their
family and village, not so much from their
sex work, as from their returning emptyhanded, unwell, and often pregnant with
no husband. Men are more usually trafficked out as labour slaves. Their passports are confiscated by contractors until
they pay back exorbitant sums for their
travel, documents and accommodation.
They work on buildings or roads mostly in
Asian countries.
The Madonna
For this village seeking to “traffic” the
Madonna for scrap iron the purchase was
literally a God-send. Some passing

Christians recognised it for what it was
and frantically raised $1,000 to entice its
owners to trade. The Christians wanted it
for their parish church called Our Lady of
Peace at Areaksat on the east bank of the
river where we were now headed. The
Catholic Church in Cambodia is enjoying a
cautious recovery with the easing of
restrictions on religious practice by government. On our ferry across the wide
Mekong to visit this church there were
children with missing arms or deformities
from landmine injuries who begged or sold
sweets. The church is on a hill that serves
little river villages for a few miles around.
It seems that the $1,000 raised by the
parish for the statue faced another challenge. The village selling the statue for
scrap had second thoughts about parting
with such an important religious and
sacred object. They feared that to sell it
for money smacked of trafficking in the
sacred and might bring them misfortune
and bad luck. So the $1,000 had to be
translated into large sacks of rice which
seemed more like a gift exchange that
was acceptable to all involved.
The statue itself is still in its bare
metal form with mud stains. It is installed
on a temporary dais at the top of the
steps of the church's fine pillared portico
with views over the shanty village and
down to the wide sweep of the Mekong.
There are repairs done to the metal at the
arm of the child Jesus that Mary is holding. These appear to predate the unceremonious dumping in the river as the bolts
look weathered and old. The moulding is
very finely done as the flow and creases

Cluster bomb victim: Sean with young man who lost his arm.
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of the clothes are beautifully curved. It's in
the informal style of Madonna and Child
with Mary gazing lovingly on her child.
Nothing is known locally about where the
statue was moulded or which church it
was in prior to Pol Pot. The statue is
becoming a centre for tourism and pilgrimage, mostly by word of mouth. Apart
from its immediate symbolism of the
renewal of the Catholic story in Cambodia
it now carries a deeper and richer symbolism. It marks a rising from the murky
depths of 40 years of dark deeds by the
Khmer Rouge and indiscriminate bombing
by the USA. Deeds that are still too awful
to talk about. It marks a wary reinstating
of native religions and Christian, Buddhist
and Muslim faiths to a people emerging
from traumas of untold oppression, cruelty
and genocide.
New Hope
For me the Madonna symbolised a new
hope for the trafficked women we worked
with. The same psychopathic forces that
consigned the Madonna and Child to the
mucky riverbed 40 years earlier also
doomed two generations of gentle, cultured people to ruin, death and oblivion.
In its aftermath the poverty and need to
survive is still consigning these Asian
people to murky lives of sexual and
labour enslavement on local and international markets. The alternative for many is
starvation. Looking at the dignity of the
redeemed Madonna statue my angst
about giving resources to villages or
directly to projects for the women evaporated. I was clear we must offer these
women a restoration of their own dignity
and integrity. Such is their energy and
commitment to hard work that providing
seed money (literally) for them to grow
and sell vegetables or providing a wage
for six weeks to train them in catering and
waitressing is work they want to do. Like
the Mekong Madonna they can have a
choice to redeem their lives from the
murky criminal world of traffickers and
from lonely exile.
I turned my back on the Mekong
Madonna at Areaksat to head back down
to the ferry escorted by the voices of the
children who cheered our visit as they ran
alongside us. While I wrestled with ideas
on how to raise enough funds for this
small enterprise venture I thought I could
hear the encouraging words of Mary’s
Magnificat: "He casts the mighty from
their thrones and raises the lowly...” n
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Church Brief
Honoured Educator
Sr Enda Ryan, FMM, born as Eileen
Philomena Ryan in 1928 in Galbally, Co.
Limerick, is the sister of Fr Diarmaid Ó
Riain, OFM. In 1954, Sr Enda went to
Malaya where she is now greatly honoured as the founder of both the Assunta
Primary and Secondary Schools in
Petaling Jaya, and as a driving force in
education in the country. For her years of
dedicated service she has received
numerous awards, including the
Excellent Service Award by the
Ministry of Education (1985), the
Pingat Jasa Cemerlang (1986), the
Pingat Jasa Kebaktian (P.J.K.) from
the Sultan of Selangor (1987) and the
Anugerah Tokoh Guru Selangor
(1990). In December 2007, Sr Enda
was conferred with the Darjah
Kebesaran Dato’ Sultan Sharafuddin
Idris Shah (DSIS) by DYMM Sultan
of Selangor, which carries the title
“Datin Paduka”.
She retired in June 1989 after 31
years as principal of Assunta
Secondary. Her retirement does not
preclude her from taking a keen
interest in the affairs of the school.
She still graces school occasions
and celebrations. A beautifully produced biography of Sr Enda has
recently been written by Nesamalar
Chitravelu. Make Me An Instrument:
The Singing Sister tells the story of
this remarkable Franciscan sister
whose presence and ministry has
blessed the lives of so many.

Bishops Kidnapped
On 21 May Christians in Amman,
Jordan, took part in a silent march with
candles to demand the release of the
two bishops of Aleppo, Syria, now in the
hands of unknown kidnappers for over a
month. "In the march", Archbishop
Maroun Laham said, "all the Christian
churches took part. We left from the
Orthodox Cathedral of Amman to reach
Syriac, passing by the Latin Rite Catholic
cathedral. In this way even the Christians

Sister
Enda
Ryan,
FMM

is to blame. The bishops were abducted
on their way back from the Turkish border where they were negotiating the
release of two priests, Frs Michael
Kayyal and Maher Mahfouz, who had
themselves been kidnapped on 9
February. “What is so sad about this is
that both men were among those working hardest for peace and yet in this time
of conflict they are among those paying
the highest price,” a spokesman said.
“There are many Christians being kidnapped now and this is the first time
where we have absolutely no
clue about what has happened,
where nobody has taken responsibility for the abduction.” The
Syrian civil war has entered its
second year, and the country's
Christian minority has been
caught in its midst.

Accord in Jerusalem

of Amman and Jordan could join in the
prayer that rises from all Christians in the
Arab world, so our brother bishops and
all the other victims of kidnapping are
soon released."
Archbishop Ibrahim of the Syriac
Orthodox Church and Archbishop Paul
Yagizi of the Greek Orthodox Church
were kidnapped on 22 April near Aleppo
by armed men who apparently killed their
driver, Deacon Fatha' Allah Kabboud.
The Syrian government and rebel groups
have both traded accusations over who

On 22 April Bishop William
Shomali, Auxiliary Bishop of
Jerusalem, went to the Mount of
Olives in Bethpage and, together
with the Grand Mufti of Jerusalem
and other officials signed a friendship pact between a local
Christian community and their
Muslim neighbours. One hundred
participants gathered for the ceremony, including Adnan Husseini,
Governor of Jerusalem and Friar
Ibrahim Faltas, OFM, representing
the Custody of the Holy Land. The
signatories represent on one side,
63 families – the Christian residents of
the Bethpage housing complex built by
the Franciscans (to support and maintain the Christian minority in the Holy
Land) and, on the other, the Muslim
neighbourhood. The pact has a twofold
purpose: to prevent violence between
neighbours, such as there was in the
past, and to achieve good neighbour
relations. Such an agreement, the first
of its kind, is an effective sign of the
desire that the two communities live
together in harmony. n
St Anthony Brief
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ST ANTHONY FEAST DAY 13TH JUNE
Special Novena in Honour of St Anthony –
June 4th to June 13th
hOw tO MAke yOUr NOveNA:

Offer your prayers in a Novena of Nine or thirteen tuesdays, or of Nine consecutive days.
if convenient, say your prayers in church, or before the statue or picture of the Saint.
receive the Sacraments during your Novena. Strive to copy in your life some
virtuous practice of the Saint. Promise alms for the Franciscan Missionaries.
“St Anthony’s Bread” is your offering – in thanksgiving or petition –
for the Saint’s intercession with God. these alms are used for the
Franciscan missions for which St Anthony is the patron and provider.

St Anthony’s Lily will be blessed on his Feast Day.
The blessed lily will reach you shortly after June 13th.
Send an offering for the missions with your order.
✂
––––––––––– ORDER FORM –––––––––––
Name: ....................................................................................................................................................................................................
Address: ................................................................................................................................................................................................
A leaflet explaining the blessing and the use of St Anthony’s Lily accompanies each order.

✂

Please find enclosed...................... as a donation towards St Anthony’s Bread,
please forward me ............. Lilies as soon as possible.

Please make cheques/postal orders payable to: Franciscan Missionary Union and return with this Order Form to:

FrANciScAN MiSSiONAry UNiON, 8 MerchANtS’ QUAy, DUBLiN 8.
June/July 2013
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“We Want the Head of the
Friar”

Border Crossing: with
crosses remembering
those who were killed.

Sarah Stillman, an American activist, meets
a Mexican friar who daily puts his life on the
line to save others.

R

ecently, a young man came to the
doors of the Seventy-Two, a shelter for migrants in Tenosique,
Mexico, to deliver a message from a local
offshoot of the Zetas, Mexico’s most
vicious, organised-crime group. “What we
want is the head of the friar who is in
charge of all this,” the man said. “We are
going to the shelter today to get all of
them.”
The man whose life was in question is
a Franciscan friar named Tomás González
Castillo. The Zetas want the friar’s head
primarily because he runs a sanctuary for
U.S.-bound migrants near the Guatemalan
border, providing cots, meals, and a few
days of safe haven to hundreds of young
Central Americans venturing to the U.S.
each week. Mostly, these young men and
women ride north atop commercial freight
trains, facing robberies, rapes, and extortion as they go. Friar Tomás has begun
demanding an end to such routine crimes,
exposing the criminal gangs – and, often,
the Mexican police – who perpetrate them.
The Seventy-Two takes its name from the
body count of a massacre that occurred
near the U.S. border several years ago;

seventy-two migrants were kidnapped by
the Zetas, squeezed for ransoms, and
allegedly assassinated when they failed to
follow orders.
Earlier in the week, Friar Tomás and
others at the shelter had lodged formal
complaints against local gang members,
and as a result, as he put it, “the situation
is hot.” Rubén Figueroa, a young Mexican
activist with big brown eyes and a thick
halo of dark hair, also received a series of
death threats. “We have our eyes on
Rubén,” cartel affiliates warned shelter
members in early March. “Tell your friend
that we are going to kill him. Our contacts
already know.”
Bus Trip
I came to know Friar Tomás and Rubén
Figueroa rather closely last fall. For three
weeks, I lived beside them on a bus trip
across some twenty-five hundred miles of
Mexico. The trip had a clear goal: we were
accompanying a group of thirty-eight
Central American mothers on a search for
their disappeared children and husbands,
nearly all of whom had vanished while
attempting the dangerous journey to reach

the U.S., undocumented. Many of the
desaparecidos had been snatched up by
cartel operatives on the border with Texas
or Arizona. Some of the mothers had
received ransom calls, turned over their
life savings, and waited for their sons or
husbands to return, to no avail. Other
mothers had come on the trip to search
for their missing young daughters who
appeared to have been trafficked into
brothels by organised crime. Together, we
travelled through twenty-one cities and
towns in fourteen states of Mexico, visiting
some of the most unforgiving terrain of the
country’s drug war, looking for signs of
hope.
The cartels’ targeting of migrants has
become commonplace along the entire
route through Mexico, with an estimated
twenty thousand migrant kidnappings
each year. Most of the time, the victims’
relatives in the U.S. are called upon to
cough up ransoms. While the Mexican
government has done little to address this
crisis, and U.S. immigration policy has
arguably fuelled it (by empowering rogue
“coyotes” as a migrant’s best chance of
traversing the militarised border), a fearless wing of the Catholic Church has
established an underground railroad of
sorts to offer migrants protection on their
journey.
Friar Tomás is among the most vocal
leaders of this movement. Day after day,
St Anthony Brief
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he led the mothers into morgues, prisons,
drug-rehabilitation centres, hospitals, and
cemeteries. He stood beside them as they
looked through photographs of the
corpses of migrants in Saltillo, a dangerous Zeta stronghold, and as they ventured
into the Zócalo in Mexico City to beg for
help from a non-committal government.
Most days, the friar wore a thin straw hat
and a long brown robe. On the scorchinghot afternoons when I was sweating and
tired and could barely keep up, broadsided by the magnitude of the violence
and loss, Father Tomás barely paused for
water – hiking alongside railroad tracks,
knocking on the doors of shantytowns
where suspected traffickers lived, showing
photos to passersby and asking, “Have
you seen her? Does she look familiar?
She’s gone missing.”
Meanwhile, Rubén was investigating
leads, pursuing clues despite the many
pressures he faces in the course of such
work. At one point, we ventured into a particularly violent region where the police
wore black ski masks (whether for selfprotection or easy impunity, it wasn’t
clear); Father Tomás and Rubén alike paid
no mind. One day, sitting outside a
migrant shelter in central Mexico, Rubén
told me, “The death threats are a constant – direct threats, sure, but also indirect threats. For those of us who’ve taken
on this lifestyle, we have to be strategically brave, since without our own lives,
who else is going to stand up for the lives
of migrants?” At the age of sixteen,
Figueroa ventured alone to North Carolina
and worked in low-wage factory jobs for
several years. His struggle in the shadows
of the U.S. economy brought him to
activism when he returned to Mexico, and
he now does the work full-time with the
Mesoamerican Migrant Movement, the
same group that organised the caravan of
mothers.

Courage: Friar Tomás and Rubén Figueroa. Photo by Fabio Cuttica.
including the army tossing live babies into
village wells.
As the Catholic Church takes a rightful
pummelling in many quarters – for its sexual-abuse scandals, perverse gender politics, and insular culture of evasive coverups – it is worth remembering that this
other Church, too, exists: a risk-your-life
Church at the heart of Mexico’s drug war,
facing down the cartels and the masked
police who enable them, and standing with
the penniless and powerless. “We cannot
get used to living under the constant
threat of organised crime and the many
authorities who’ve backed that same
crime,” Friar Tomás said of the recent
death threats. “To back down”, Rubén
adds, “is not an option for us”. For those
of us north of the border, ignoring both
men’s plight doesn’t seem like a reasonable option, either.

On Good Friday Friar Tomás and
Rubén walked further into the fire. With
hundreds of townspeople, they staged an
enactment of the Stations of the Cross,
with a migrant-crusaders’ twist. To play
Jesus, they enlisted a sixteen-year-old
Guatemalan boy named Kevin Barrientos,
who had arrived at the shelter with empty
pockets on his journey north, trying to
make it alive to the U.S. with no parents
but two friends. Costumed in a long white
robe and turquoise sandals, the boy
enacted the crucifixion on the train tracks.
Friar Tomás told the Mexican press: “To
assist the undocumented is not a crime, it
is a grace.” Meanwhile, men believed to
be spies for the cartels watched from afar,
taking photographs from motorcycles. n
From Daily Comment on the
New Yorker website

Good Friday:
Friar Tomás leads
the Stations.

Threats
The threats against Rubén and Father
Tomás – which I first heard about by way
of Facebook – came at a time when questions of brutality and courage in Latin
America were on my mind. Spring began
with a puff of white smoke heralding the
first Argentine Pope. A week later, in
Guatemala, commenced the grim trial of
the grey-haired General Efraín Ríos Montt,
the former dictator responsible for genocidal crimes in the early nineteen-eighties,
June/July 2013
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e Prayer of
Distraction
a fresh look

P

rayer is certainly a regular feature
of my daily life and there is a part
of me which knows that without
time spent in silence with the Lord my life
and my responses to life would be much
poorer. However, there is no getting away
from the fact that quite often my prayer is
the “prayer of distraction”. What do I
mean by this? The desire to pray is there
and yet when I actually sit down to pray I
am unable to let go of thoughts, worries
and the happenings of daily life in order to
find the stillness I seek, the stillness which
opens the way to a deeper communion
with Christ. So I sought to examine my
distractions which keep me from that silent
place in my heart where I meet the Lord.
In so doing I took some consolation from
the fact that most of my distractions in
prayer can be put down to some of the following which I am sure are often real concerns in all our lives.

Various Distractions
The first distraction is often
the physical
reality of how I
am feeling. It
can be tiredness in the
early morning,
aches and
pains as the
body clocks up
the years, a feeling of joy
or sadness, a worry about my
own health or ability or simply an indefinable feeling that keeps my mind in a
vague state of uncertainty – any or all of
these have been known to distract from
my ability to be present in prayer. I would
venture to suggest that the Lord often
wants us to be “present”, that is, deeply in
touch with the reality of our lives and to
offer this to Him rather than trying to
escape to a so-called “higher” state of
being.

sr mary burke, fmDm

Then, of course, for me, as for many
of us, there are the very real worries about
family and friends. Someone close to us
may be going through a hard time. We
may ourselves be undergoing a family
loss and be grieving and it can be difficult
if not impossible to let go of such thoughts
and, do we need to, if that is what God
has given us at this time?
A particular difficulty can be when there
is “unrest” in the mind and heart when
there is a rupture in our relationships with
someone close to us. This causes much
pain of heart and many hours of prayer
can be spent trying to work out how to
solve such dilemma, how to let go of
anger, to forgive, to seek healing.
And of course we haven’t even mentioned the wider world with its beauty and
its wonder which can hold us spellbound
and even awestruck with a momentary
gazing which is prayer in one of its purest
forms. This same world can also have the

Mindfulness
Examining these distractions has helped
me greatly as I now realise that the people
and things which I consider the greatest
distractions in prayer are also the greatest
concerns of my daily life. Having come to
this realisation I set about finding a way to
make my very distractions prayer itself, to
lift such thoughts and concerns like
incense to the very heart of God in prayer.
Fortunately for me, at the very time I
was examining my distractions in prayer, I
was also encouraged by a friend to consider mindfulness techniques as a way of
approaching my life from a different perspective. As many of you are aware mindfulness, long used in Eastern faith tradition, provides a way of engaging with the
reality of our world which seeks to ground
us in the present moment. Indeed, one
might say it is about being deeply and
gently present to the moment we are living
in. It was not long before I saw a connec-

The issue of distractions
when we want to pray
is universal.
Sr Mary Burke, FMDM,
offers gentle and
practical guidance.
opposite effect of crowding our thoughts
and our prayer with worries about the
future, the growing world population, the
greed of the wealthy and the lack of
resources for the poor, the rape of our
Mother Earth, as St Francis called our
common home, constant wars and famine
and the cycle of natural disasters which
seems unending. Yes, there are many
legitimate “prayers of distraction” which vie
for our attention.

tion between the practice of mindfulness
and my own desire to be deeply present in
prayer. Having used several mindfulness
techniques in these last months to enable
me to be more in touch with the preciousness of life in the present moment, I found
one particular exercise to be very helpful.
Practising this exercise encouraged
me, and may also encourage you, to
befriend both the loving and difficult
aspects of my life. Now, instead of seeking
St Anthony Brief
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to banish that which disturbs or dismays
me, there is a new awareness and
response which is gentle and non-judgmental. However, while I liked this method
of calming the spirit and body I also
wanted it to be prayerful and not just a
meditation technique so I sought to make
this exercise into a Christ-infused conversation. What follows is the result of my
efforts. In my own prayer it has certainly
reduced the chattering noises which often
dominated my time with the Lord and it
has brought the reality of my life into
prayer in a more fruitful way.
A Suggested Practice
So the practice of prayerfulness I have
developed goes like this:
Firstly find a quiet and restful place where
you can sit in a position which is relaxed
but attentive. We are seeking to allow our
distractions to gently and lovingly form
part of our response to the Lord.
Begin by trying to be conscious of the
breath within you, of the life that flows in
and out of your body, this gift of God
which is breath.
You might then slowly repeat the following
or similar words several times seeking to
bring Christ’s love, peace and healing to
your own soul and spirit.
May I know the depth of your love O Lord.
May I find your peace in my life.
May I be healed and made new in your
love.

As those we love naturally often fill our
thoughts, and indeed need our prayerful
love, we then pray for those who bring us
life and joy and those we are concerned
about.
May (name) know the depth of your love
O Lord.
May (name) find your peace in their life
May (name) be healed and made new in
your love.
Some people are easier to pray for than others. It is often those we struggle with most
who fill our thoughts and our praying time so
let us pray for these people in a way which
is open to change and to healing.
May (name) know the depth of your love
O Lord.
May (name) find your peace in their life
May (name) be healed and made new in
your love.
Finally our world is in constant need of
prayer that all may see themselves as
stewards of the gifts of the Father so we
pray…
May all know the depth of your love O
Lord.
May all find your peace in their lives.
May all be healed and made new in your
love.
Care and Gratitude
Praying in this way reminds us that all
people are loved as individuals by the

Lord. Indeed, each new focus has its own
giftedness. Praying for those we love can
give us a sense of care and gratitude for
those the Lord has given us to journey
with. It can deepen our relationship in
Christ.
In praying for those we find difficult we
are offering to the Lord our inability to love
them fully, knowing that Christ loves each
one and that no one is unloved in the
heart of God. We are in this way desiring
what is best for them even if we feel hurt
or sad or unable to connect with these
people. Praying for their love, peace and
healing slowly and gently removes the
need to criticise or to remain angry with
others, though of course we may be angry
to begin with, and sometimes with good
reason! If we are patient and faithful to
this daily prayer little miracles can happen
as I found out recently. To my amazement
a person I found difficult and had prayed
for as such for many weeks became the
person I loved. I know I could not have
done this by myself and that it was really
God’s grace at work.
Distractions are now less of a worry
for me because I see them as a path to
holiness. They have become fruit for
prayer rather than a heavy burden to be
removed. I do less remonstrating with
myself and find I am more in loving conversation with Christ. Surely this is good
news and so I encourage you to give
yourself permission to allow the prayer of
distraction to be a blessing and a gift for
yourself and for others. n

Deeper Communion: the stillness we seek
June/July 2013
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“Abortion is never a solution.
We must listen, support, and
understand from where we
stand in order to save two lives:
we must love and support the
mother in every way we can and
also respect the smallest and most
defenseless human being, to take
steps that can preserve the child’s
life, to allow that child of God
come to birth, and then be creative
in finding ways to help the little
one reach his or her full development.
I invite everyone to stay focused on
the important issue of respect for
human life, from the moment
of conception.”

e Gift
of life

– Pope Francis.
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Prayer for the
Year of Faith
Lord, for all there is a season under heaven.
In this Year of Faith,
the seasons of my faith, Your gift,
invite my heart to linger, listen, be enriched,
my “I believe” united to our “We believe” as Church.
Am I in the springtide of my faith,
beginning, tender, little formed,
but thrusting out for life, seeking waters that will nourish,
my faith a tender shoot, quite fragile?
Or am I in the summer, grown more powerful,
life’s vigour thrusting through my veins,
the time when promise turns to fruit that ripens
in life’s sun? If so, sustain me.
Maybe, it’s the autumn of my life,
season of vulnerability,
when trees open wide to wounding,
and I must relax my hold, pass on my gift of faith,
pray that others will bear the burden of tomorrow.
And wintertide, beyond maturity,
Invites a resting, surrendering what’s been
Into Your hands for new sowing
In Your eternal cycle.
By faith, across the centuries, men and women of all ages,
their names written in the Book of Life,
have confessed the beauty of following the Lord Jesus.
By faith, we too live:
by the living recognition of the Lord Jesus,
present in our lives and in our history.

– author unknown
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erese and
the little
Way of love
and Healing
Franciscan John O’Brien tells
Karen Downey that his new
book helped him in his
struggle with cancer.

M

adonna, Shaun Edwards and
Picasso’s muse for his “The Girl
with a Ponytail” series may not
seem like they have a whole lot in common, but all three feature in Athlone
priest Fr John O’Brien’s story about his
new book Therese and the Little Way of
Love and Healing.
The book, which explains St
Therese’s Little Way, is dedicated to
assistant rugby coach with Wales, Shaun
Edwards, and has helped Fr John on his
own journey of healing and recovery
after he was diagnosed with cancer two
and a half years ago.
Fr John launched his book at the end
of April and this week spoke about how
the book grew from an explanation of St
Therese’s Little Way for a friend to a full
book with a beautifully illustrated cover
by Picasso’s muse Sylvette David, now a
renowned artist herself who goes by the
name Lydia Corbett.
Fr John, who is a member of the friary community in Athlone, discovered he
had cancer two and a half years ago
after a fall. His bones had become weak
and as a result of a fall Fr John broke his
shoulder and needed an operation.
He explained that the doctors weren’t
even sure he would survive the operation, but when he came around they then
had to tell him that he had cancer and he

was considered number one on the critical list in the country. Fr John needed
another operation immediately and was
rushed to Tallaght Hospital for a second
major operation. “I was caught in the nick
of time,” he explained.
Speaking about how he felt when he
was told just how ill he was, Fr John
said: “Before I had the surgery my nerve
went. But then a lot of texts came in and
with each text that came I got more
courage and the final text I got was from
Marcus Weston, the rabbi at the
Kaballah in London, and he was with
Guy Ritchie and Madonna and they
texted me.” Despite his efforts to save
the message, Fr John accidentally
deleted it from his phone, but said all the
goodwill messages gave him a lift at a
time that he needed it.
After his surgery the medical team
was elated, Fr John explained, adding
that it had been “miraculously successful”. His lungs were too weak at the time
for him to undergo chemotherapy or radiation treatment, but the doctors monitored his condition and once the cancer
didn’t spread they were happy not to give
him these treatments. He said that he is
still recovering and he continues to have
difficulty with his lungs and the long winter in the cold church has been a bit of a
setback for him.

On Every Level
“Cancer affects you on every level –
physically, emotionally and spiritually. It’s
a very hard disease. Cancer Care West
guided me through the stages,” said Fr
John, who is donating all proceeds of the
book to Cancer Care West, which he
explained, works with Hospice. While he
was recovering, his friend Jacqueline
Corkish, who lost her mother to cancer,
told him that she had found St Therese to
be a great help and asked Fr John to
explain the Little Way to her and so he
set about writing an explanation for his
friend.
“And that’s how the book grew,” said
Fr John, who added that he had found
the process very therapeutic and believes
his friend knew this would be the case
when she asked him for the explanation.
“I write for one or two people and then
find it’s for others. There’s no such thing
as one book for one person. If it’s a help
to one, it’s a success,” he said.
Explaining a little about the book, Fr John
said he begins by giving some context of
Therese’s world and ours.
“There is evil and instead of
philosophising about evil I use the book
The Heart of Darkness and the film
Apocalypse Now just to show that there
is darkness and pain, a dark side of the
world, the hurt,” he said.
St Anthony Brief
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Book Launch: Maggie Lloyd Williams, Shaun Edwards, John O’Brien, OFM and
Hugh McKenna, OFM (Provincial Minister)
Explaining about St Therese’s world,
he said in the France of her youth the
murderer Franzini had poisoned the
atmosphere and there was an air of hysteria, but Therese prayed for him and
was probably the only person in France
to do so.
“People like Therese keep the flame
of love around and save us from being
subsumed by darkness,” said Fr John.
In the first part of the book he uses
pictures of St Therese’s life and in the
second part of the book he explains her
'Little Way’, something he says can give
great comfort to those in need. He said
after her death St Therese became
known as the greatest healer of the 20th
century and he hopes the book can help
explain her way of healing.
Asked how he found the time to write
the book while recovering from cancer,
Fr John said: “I’m not absolutely sure.
Looking back, I think did it really happen? It was an effort but the more I did
it, the more life I began to find coming
back into myself.”
Fr John thanked his friend Lydia
Corbett, known in her younger years as
Sylvette David, for her beautiful paintings
which she gave him for the book cover.
Lydia is former England rugby captain Lawrence Dallaglio’s mother-in-law
June/July 2013

and Fr John met her through his friendship with Lawrence.
When Lydia heard that Fr John was
writing another book she asked him
what he was doing for the cover and
when he said he didn’t know she offered
to paint something for him. She produced two beautiful paintings of St
Therese and Fr John chose one for the
book cover. A renowned artist, Lydia had
no confidence in her abilities in her
younger years, but for three months in
1954 she sat for Picasso, becoming the
subject of approximately 50 paintings

and sculptures, including “The Girl with
a Ponytail” series, which then inspired
Brigitte Bardot’s hairstyle. It was only
when she was in her 40s that she began
to paint herself. Lydia’s painting provides
a beautiful cover for Fr John’s new book
Therese and the Little Way of Love and
Healing. n
Fr John’s book is available for €10
from the Franciscan Friary, Athlone; all
proceeds go to Cancer Care West.
Reprinted from
Westmeath Independent
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News from
around the . . .

Franciscan

World

Consultation:
Friar Jose with Pope Francis

Minister and Serv
an
In his first significant appointment to the Roman Curia, Pope Francis named the Franciscan
Michael Perry, O t:
FM
Minister General, Jose Rodriguez Carballo, OFM, as Secretary of the Congregation for Religious.
The 59-year-old Spanish Franciscan had been Minister General since 2003. He was ordained
bishop in Spain on 18 May. In his new role, as the second highest official in the Vatican congregation that oversees the life and work of
some 900,000 consecrated men and women in religious communities worldwide, Archbishop Jose will work closely with the head of the
congregation, Brazilian Cardinal Joao Braz de Aviz.
On 22 May Michael Perry, OFM, was elected Minister General to lead some 15,000 friars in 113 countries. A member of the American
Sacred Heart Province, he had been Vicar General. Born in 1954 he has exercised a wide variety of ministries including ten years as
a missionary in the Democratic Republic of Congo. We pray that the Lord will bless our brothers abundantly as they takes up their new
roles of service within the Order and Church. n

Award: Fr Onward Murape, OFM, receives a prize for best student
at Catholic University in Zimbabwe.

Achievement: Vumile Nogemane, OFM, receives
his doctorate at Rhodes University, South
Africa. He begins to lecture at St John Mary
Vianney National Seminary, Pretoria, this year.
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The Cult of Money:
A Faceless and Heartless Economy
Some quotes from Pope Francis who has
spoken out strongly on the roots of the
present economic crisis.
❝

If investments or the banks
plunge, this is seen as a tragedy; if
families are hurting, if they have
nothing to eat, well, this is seen as
nothing. The true crisis is one of
moral values.” ❞

❝

One cause of this situation, in my
opinion, is in our relationship
with money, and our acceptance
of its power over ourselves and
our society. Consequently the
financial crisis which we are experiencing makes us forget that its
ultimate origin is to be found in a
profound human crisis. In the
denial of the primacy of human
beings! ❞

❝

We have created new idols. The
worship of the golden calf of old
has found a new and heartless
image in the cult of money and
the dictatorship of an economy
which is faceless and lacking any
truly humane goal. ❞

❝

While the income of a minority is
increasing exponentially, that of
the majority is crumbling. This
imbalance results from ideologies
which uphold the absolute autonomy of markets and financial
speculation, and thus deny the
right of control to States, which
are themselves charged with providing for the common good. ❞

❝

A new, invisible and at times virtual tyranny is established, one
which unilaterally and irremediably imposes its own laws and
rules. The will to have power and
possessions has become limitless.❞

❝

Concealed behind this attitude to
our economic system is a rejection
of ethics, a rejection of God.
Ethics, like solidarity, is seen as a
nuisance! ❞
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❝

Money has to serve, not to rule!
The Pope loves everyone, rich and
poor alike, but the Pope has the
duty, in Christ’s name, to remind
the rich to help the poor, to
respect them, to promote them.
The Pope appeals for disinterested
solidarity and for a return to person-centred ethics in the world of
finance and economics. ❞

❝

There is a need for financial
reform along ethical lines that
would produce in its turn an economic reform to benefit everyone.
This would nevertheless require a
courageous change of attitude on
the part of political leaders. ❞

❝

I encourage the financial experts
and the political leaders to consider the words of St John
Chrysostom: “Not to share one’s
goods with the poor is to rob them
and to deprive them of life. It is
not our goods that we possess, but
theirs. ❞ n
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e Marvels of God
fr tom russell, ofm

Tom Russell, OFM,
delights in the
outward and inward
journeys that reveal
the marvels
of God’s creation.

“You can recognise truth by
its beauty and simplicity!
(Richard Feynmass)

D

o pay a visit to Galway for The
Gathering. You might then marvel
at the sun going down on Galway
Bay. It has been doing so for thousands
of years. The red and gold rays reflecting
on the clouds, the blazing orange orb of
the dipping sun, its reflection in the
ocean, all make a truly unforgettable
scene. As we all know the golden sun
sinks in the West and rises next morning
over Dublin Bay or Belfast Lough with the
unerring, precision timing of the winter
solstice at nearby Newgrange.

But once upon a time an Italian scientist Galileo Galilei begged to differ. He
suggested that all the planets, including
earth, travel around the sun and not the
sun around the earth as it seems to do.
Philosophers in the school of Aristotle
attacked his view. No success. His fellow
scientists attacked his viewpoint. No success either. But some Church people
caught him – you contradict the Bible,
never mind our real experience of watching the sun rising up in the east each single morning. He replied that the Bible

teaches us how to go to heaven and not
how the heavens go. To no avail. The
Inquisition forced the old man to retract
his error. He did so demurring “eppure
muove” – “it still moves”. One still winces
today!
But what did Galileo see that the
entire human race before had never ever
seen? More to the point, how had he
seen in a way that all others before him
had not and could not? The answer is
very simple. He had a new invention in
his hands. A Dutchman, Huyghens, had
St Anthony Brief
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invented the telescope and had
expanded human vision. We could now
see far away. Galileo made his own
models and came up with a new perspective. Our common sense sees the
“sun go down on Galway Bay” whereas
our reason sees differently – earth goes
around the sun. We all “see” this today
one hopes.
This is nothing to wonder at. The
telescope in the hands of a fine scientist
revealed a new perspective on the universe. In our own times the Hubble telescope away up there is showing us a
universe far beyond anything Galileo
ever dreamed of. And it is all so ordered,
beautiful and awe-inspiring. Who knows
what the universe will look like to us in
3000 A.D. We today have been compared to the situation of a fly perched on
a leaf in the middle of the ocean. The
universe around us seems very bewildering if not threatening. We lack perspective. Much more will be “seen” by 3000
A.D.
Inscape – The World in There
Another journey, the journey inward, has
been equally exciting. When Rutherford
split the atom in 1899 a new era
dawned. An awesome universe existed
at the minute or microscopic level.
Wonder of wonders, it is equally precise,
ordered and beautiful. Here again we
find cosmos, not chaos. Another new
invention had come into its own since the
telescope. The microscope opens out the
mysteries of the tiny, tiny world for all to
see. Human eye and brain find immense
help in both telescope and microscope.
Electron microscopes, sound ray scans –
all reveal the beautiful world of tininess.
What is revealed to us? In the case
of human beings we can now see how
human life begins when the sperm and
the ovum fuse and form a cell which has
all the chromosomes and genes necessary. We all begin our existence the size
of a grain of sugar and yet this moment
of nuclear fusion releases stunning life
energy. One day the grain of sugar will
become yourself or Vivaldi or Mother
Teresa. Yes, great oaks from tiny acorns
really do grow. We read that an actual
tree is imprinted in the genetic code of
the acorn if we could but “see”. Our own
launching “big bang” moment does
require conditions such as implanting the
cell in the uterine wall, proper mixture,
and the passing of time – but awesome
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energy of great potential for growth and
maturity has been released.
The scientist Lewis Thomas writes:
“At a certain stage, as the cells differentiate, there emerges one cluster of cells
which will have as its progeny the
human brain. The mere existence of
those special cells should be one of the
great astonishments of the earth. One
group of cells is switched on to become
the whole trillion-cell, massive apparatus
for thinking and imaging. All the information needed for learning to read and
write, playing the piano, or the marvellous act of putting out one hand and
leaning against a tree, is contained in
that first cell cluster. All of grammar, all
arithmetic, all music... At the very beginning of an embryo, when it is nothing
more than a cluster of cells, all of this
information and much more is latent
inside every cell in the cluster. No one
has a ghost of an idea how some of
them suddenly assume the special quality of brainness.”

God’s Marvels
Creation bring us into contact with God
who is. Nothing can come from nothing.
Jesus said that our Father in heaven
numbers the very hairs on our heads.
Yet each single hair can be broken down
into all its amazing and God-given components. Once again we marvel at this
gift we are called upon to pass on to others – the very flame of life. The electronic instruments we use show that
human life – resulting from mutual love
of man and woman – really begins at the
beginning, and is to be respected, nourished and cherished. Ideally every baby
and every mother is to be cherished and
protected. This we must “see”, envision
and implement.
Our Irish proverb reads Bíonn gach
tús lag – beginnings are fragile. Indeed!
But the same wisdom says Tús maith
leath na hoibre – well begun is half done.
May the Father of mercies open the eyes
of our hearts that we may see the marvels of God’s creation. n

All potential present:
beautiful world
of tininess
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Summer Retreats
for 2013
La Verna Retreat Centre

Franciscan Friary - Centre of Peace & Reconciliation
Coolbeg & Ardeelan, Rossnowlagh, Co. Donegal
T: +353 (0)71 9852 572 E: lavernarossnowlagh@hotmail.com W: www.lavernaretreat.com

Friday 28th June to Sunday 30th June 2013
yEAR OF FAITH WEEK-END RETREAT
On this weekend, we pause half-way through this “Year of
Faith” and ponder together on what the Spirit is saying to
the churches, and doing with and through us today. Our
prayer will be that creative energies of “we and the Holy
Spirit” launch our tomorrows.
Facilitator: Fr. Tom Russell, OFM.
€175 (includes accommodation and meals).
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Saturday 6th to 27th July 2013
SuMMER HOLIDAyS (FAMILIES) AT LA VERNA
These weeks are open to all, whom wish to take a few
days or a week away by the sea. La Verna invites you to
spend 3/5/7 days in the quiet coastal surroundings of
Donegal. Call to discuss your family’s needs.
3/5/7 days (available on B&B, Half or Full Board).
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Tuesday 6th to Tuesday 13th August 2013
THE SPIRIT OF PRAyER AND DEVOTION
The Retreat: For many of us stress has become the norm
rather than the exception. This retreat encourages us to
relax, taking the time and space to hear the Spirit.
Following in the footsteps of St. Francis and his focus on
“not extinguishing the spirit of prayer and devotion”, this
retreat aims at combining what’s best in our Catholic faith
– silence, prayer and meditation.
Facilitators: Fr Paschal McDonnell, OFM,
and Treise O’Callaghan.
€500 (includes accommodation and meals).

Tuesday 13th to Tuesday 27th August 2013
SuMMER HOLIDAyS AT LA VERNA
These weeks are open to all, whom wish to take a few
days or a week away by the sea. La Verna invites you
to spend 3/5/7 days in the quiet coastal surroundings of
Donegal.
3/5/7 days: (3) €210 (5) €335 (7) €440.
(Full Board; includes accommodation and meals).
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Friday 30th August to Sunday 1st September 2013
INNER HEALING WEEKEND RETREAT
This deeply healing week-end explores the healing of
hurts and hurtful memories, of the need for forgiveness
and inner peace. The retreats help people to ‘let go’
things that have kept them ‘in bondage’ sometimes for
years. Grace is always waiting for us, and the gifts of
renewal are given us by God to receive His healing.
€175 (includes accommodation and meals).
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Friday 27th to Sunday 29th September 2013
ST FRANCIS AND THE COMPASSION OF GOD
A weekend retreat on St Francis’ experience of God as
compassion in his own life and in the life of those in
need. St Francis interprets the Gospel of Jesus for his
own day and for ours. Pope Francis encourages us to
learn the essence of the Gospel from Francis of Assisi.
Facilitator: Fr Loman MacAodha, OFM.
€175 (includes accommodation and meals).

St Anthony Brief
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The Gift of ‘Mother Earth’:
Blessing and Responsibility
faith in action

fr gearóiD ó conaire, ofm

UN World Environment Day is celebrated on 5 June.
Gearóid Ó Conaire, OFM, shares a prayer service to mark that day.

T

his prayer service is adapted from
a longer one prepared by The
Inter-congregational Justice
Peace and Integrity of Creation
Commission (JPIC) in Rome in an effort
to connect our faith journey with issues
concerning humanity and creation. We
are called to be instruments of God’s
Kingdom by defending and promoting the
dignity of each person, as well as promoting healthy ecosystems. We need to listen prayerfully before we act, otherwise
we might be promoting our own agendas
rather than God’s project. The following
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prayer service takes the theme of mining. Mining can impact local communities
in both positive and negative ways.
While positive impacts such as community development and employment are
important, they do not off-set the potential negatives. Producing a single gold
ring can generate 20 tons of mine waste!
The potential environmental impact
of mining includes disturbance, destruction and loss of biodiversity, habitats,
productive grazing, croplands and
forests, erosion and the formation of
sinkholes. It can lead to the contamina-

tion of soil, air, groundwater and surface
water by chemicals from mining
processes. Some mining methods,
resulting from leakage of chemicals,
very often highly toxic, may have significant environmental and public health
effects on present and future generations. These impacts can be exacerbated when local people aren’t consulted, nor given information about a
planned mine. Some of these environmental impacts can be minimised as a
result of well-designed, well-operated,
and well-regulated mining operations.
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Prayer Service
Speaker, a call to prayer: Let us begin with a deep awareness of the divine presence in all creation – including
each of us – and a deep awareness of being part of our spinning planet as it speeds around our sun. Let us ask the
Holy Spirit to help us renew the face of the earth.

Negative impact:
destruction of the environment
Pause to pray, in silence, spontaneously, or with a prayer familiar to the group.
Mining has become a compelling issue for many. Unjust mining practices – of coal, gas, oil, diamonds, platinum,
gold, uranium, and other minerals – are causing severe harm to individuals, to other beings, and to life systems of
air, water, soil, and climate throughout our world. We depend on earth's crust for many gifts such as our solid foundation, aquifers, farmland, trees, minerals, and metaphors for the divine… Let us be grateful for these gifts.
ToGETHER: "Be praised, my Lord, through our sister Mother Earth, who feeds us and rules us, and produces various fruits with coloured flowers and herbs" (St Francis of Assisi).
Minerals date to 4 ½ billion years ago when a starburst radiated all the elements now found in our planet. Over millions of years, earth with its elements coalesced. The early earth was very hot, and fiery volcanoes spewed molten
rock and minerals from its core. Eventually earth formed a rigid crust above the core. Under the crust, constant
churning altered, mixed, and multiplied the minerals, many of which are lodged in the crust. As the continents
moved, plants and animals in sediments were buried in Earth's depths. Over time these became crude oil and gas.
ToGETHER: “The environment is God's gift to everyone, and in our use of it we have a responsibility towards the
poor, towards future generations and towards humanity as a whole” (Pope Benedict XVI).
Centuries ago, Galileo Galilei wrote: "What greater stupidity can be imagined than that of calling jewels, silver, and
gold ‘precious’, and earth and soil ‘base’? People who do this ought to remember that if there were as great a
scarcity of soil as of jewels or precious metals there would not be a prince who would not spend a bushel of diamonds and rubies and a cartload of jewels just to have enough earth to plant a jasmine in a little pot, or to sow an
orange seed and watch it sprout, grow, and produce its handsome leaves, its fragrant flowers, and fine fruit."
St Anthony Brief
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ToGETHER: “Bless the Lord, O my soul! O God, you are great!... You are clothed with justice and mercy… You set
the earth on its foundations, strong and secure ... At your word the mountains rose, the valleys became low in the
places you did appoint. You brought harmony to all the earth” (from Psalm 104).
LITANy: Response: We humbly ask empowerment.
 Let us pray that humanity may shift from an entirely human-centred view of our existence to a realisation that
earth is a communion of subjects, a oneness of which we are all a part. Response.
 That our efforts and those of others will eliminate or reduce the effects of current, harmful mining practices.
Response.
 That our efforts and those of others will establish a more equal distribution of the benefits of mining. Response.
 That our efforts and those of others will bring positive advancement to residents where resources are located,
and will increase their participation in decision-making about their sacred land. Response.
 That our efforts and those of others will find ways for mining companies and their shareholders to benefit from
sustainable development. Response.
 That our efforts and those of others will result in companies and governments respecting the limitations of natural resources and conserving the environment. Response.
 That our efforts and those of others will protect the needs of future generations. Response.
 That those whose hearts are "crusted" by greed and thoughtlessness will mine the treasures of love within.
Response.
All: Creator and God of all goodness, you have blessed us with good things and plenty; you have surrounded our
table with joy. May we here present, and those we bring in our hearts, soon experience an improvement in the
working conditions of those who mine, in the care of our atmosphere, land, and water, and in humankind's reverence for your gift to us of our unique home – earth – for which we thank you in Jesus' name. Amen. n
gfoconaire@yahoo.co.uk

Soil: more precious than gold!
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Mission Digest

Six new Postulants –
Richard, Solomon,
Takudswa, Edwin, Joshua
and Kudakwashe, with
Friar Ndabaningi Sithole,
their Director.

Above:
Br Raymond Kondo escorts Sr Theresiana
to a meal the friars held at Tafara
friary, Harare, for the elderly sisters.
Right:
Friars Muquelesi, Patience and Nyson
with children after Sunday Mass in
Mutemwa, a new pastoral area recently
entrusted to the Franciscans.
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Sr Theresiana LCBL who has happy
memories of being in Ireland in the
1970s for a formation course.

Letters to the Editor
Dear editor,
anthony Brief
i was delighted when i got my st
ul photo of Pope
yesterday and saw the beautif
d many pages
Francis on the cover and to ﬁn
just so
devoted to our new Holy Father,
ch a short time
recently elected. already in su
ny people.
Pope Francis has touched so ma
about him and
it was good to be able to read
ng Pope. Fr
what he has said since becomi
d the power of
Coer’s article on the Pope an
e heart was very
gestures that can speak to th
lled the Jesuit
interesting. i have heard him ca
– the best of
Pope with the Franciscan heart
both worlds!
e work of the
May god bless him and also th
Franciscans.
Bernie Kavanagh,
Kilkenny.

Dear Father,

Dear Fr Bernard,
Thank you for your
magazine. I always
enjoy
it. I am old enough
to remember the Se
cond
Vatican Council wa
y back in the 1960
s. I
remember as a child
that another prayer
–a
very long one it seem
ed to me, as a youn
gster
kneeling on the flo
or - was added to
the family rosary as the Co
uncil was prayed fo
r by
Catholics all over th
e world – tales of lo
ng
ago!!
So I found the artic
le “Vatican Two: A
New
Pentecost” of intere
st. We certainly still
need a
new Pentecost, espe
cially here in Irelan
d. God
willing this new Po
pe will fulfil some of
the
hopes of the Counci
l.
Some scattered thou
ghts after reading
the
article!!
Yours sincerely,
Jim Broderick,
Galway.

I am a life-long devotee or client of St
Anthony. He has been my friend and
companion in many difficult times. I
have always trusted in his prayers to the
Lord for me and my intentions, especially when my children were young.
Since your magazine is called after St
Anthony would it not be a good idea to
have a prayer to him in each issue. He is
not called the “miracle worker” for nothing.
Just a suggestion.
God bless,
Breda, SFO,
Drogheda.
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Please write
your letters,
comments and
suggestions, to:
the editor,
st anthony brief,
franciscan
missionary union,
merchants’ Quay,
Dublin 8.

“Francis of Assisi – for me, he is the man of
poverty, the man of peace, the man who loves
and protects creation. He told his brothers:
preach the Gospel and, if necessary, use words.
Proclaim Jesus with your life, with your witness.”

– Pope Francis
FrIAr PAT LYNCH OFM

DIrECTOr OF PASTOrAL CArE OF vOCATIONS

Franciscan Vocations Office
The Abbey, 8 St Francis Street, Galway
Phone: 091 562518 Mobile: 087 1346267
Email: brpatofm@hotmail.com Web: www.franciscans.ie

